  
  

  

  
A  CHRISTMAS  GIFT  FOR  THE  
SUPREME  COURT  
HOW  A  1959  HOLIDAY  PARTY  
ECLIPSED  A  HISTORY  OF  DISCRIMINATION  
Ross E. Davies†

O

N DECEMBER 28, 1959,

the New York Times published a
little news item that was, in hindsight, both (1) a public
relations triumph for Banning E. “Bert” Whittington,
the U.S. Supreme Court’s Press Officer at the time,1
and (2) a jurisprudential and institutional relief for the Court:
COURT DEFIES PRECEDENT
One of the last institutions holding out against the Christmas
Party succumbed last week.
The Supreme Court had a pleasant but sober affair arranged
by its press officer, Banning E. Whittington. Five of the Justices –
Hugo L. Black, Felix Frankfurter, William O. Douglas, William
J. Brennan Jr. and Potter Stewart – joined the small staff of employes. There were fruit punch, cookies and carols by a high
school group, with some audience singing, too.2

The story has a tone that should ring familiar in the ears of modern
consumers of Supreme Court news reporting: good-natured indul†
1
2

Ross Davies is a professor of law at George Mason University and editor of the Green Bag.
Today the title for that job is “Public Information Officer.”
Random Notes in Washington, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 28, 1959, at 11.
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gence of that somewhat dull, somewhat behind the times, somewhat
culturally clueless wallflower among our great institutions of national
government. But the background to that story suggests that the
Court was not at all clueless in 1959. Indeed, the Court’s handling of
that Christmas party, and the Times coverage of it, may have helped
the Court occupy the high ground during its continuing campaign in
the 1960s against racial discrimination.

T

I.  THE  WHOLE  CHRISTMAS  STORY  

o get a sense of the significance of the Times reporting, imagine
that it had included the following narrative (based on information known to the Court, but perhaps not to the Times, in 1959):
. . . In fact, the first Christmas party at the Court was in 1946,3
but it was a different kind of event back then, open only to select
segments of the Court community in which all the employees
happened to be white. Segregation cast a shadow over Court
Christmas parties thereafter, until this year’s all-employee event.
According to Justice Felix Frankfurter, in 1946 “the secretaries
initiated a Christmas party in conjunction with the Justices’ law
clerks as hosts to which the Justices and the various offices of the
Court and their secretaries were asked.” But when the “proposal
to have such a party was made again” in 1947, “the law clerks –
some of them, or rather most of them – felt strongly that at least
some of the colored employees in the Court should also be asked.
It seemed to the law clerks not to do so was not only drawing the
color line, but drawing the color line by the Court, or in relation
to the Court, charged especially with the duty of not drawing the
color line.”4
The clerks’ proposal met, however, with “opposition among
the secretaries – professedly at least – and probably genuinely as
to some – not on the score of racial discrimination but for social
reasons as it were – that the messengers [all of whom were black]
3

4

See Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 23, 1946, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 2,
Library of Congress, Manuscript Division; id. at back (describing the event as an
“Xmas” party).
FROM THE DIARIES OF FELIX FRANKFURTER 334 (1974) (Joseph P. Lash, ed.).
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“The staff of the Court gave a cocktail party to the Court – in the Ladies
Lounge of the Bldg. 4-5 PM.” Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 23, 1946, Papers of
Harold H. Burton, Reel 2, Library of Congress, Manuscript Division.
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are servants, and servants for practical purposes of the secretaries
under whose direction they work. These secretarial opponents of
the proposal in effect took the position that just as hostesses don’t
ask their servants to their parties, so they should not be asked at a
purely social occasion to ask their messengers.”5 (This was a bad
argument, not least because the analogy was bad: The messengers
were not the personal servants of the secretaries. The messengers
served the Justices, as employees of the Court, under the supervision of the secretaries. The messengers were no more the secretaries’ servants than the secretaries were the Justices’ servants.)
“The upshot of the matter was that the secretaries withdrew from
the proposed party and the law clerks decided to go on their own
as hosts and to invite the Justices’ messengers and a few other
colored employees.”6
Justice Frankfurter’s diary contains a lengthy description of
the escalation of the controversy and the Court’s failure to resolve
it. The Marshal of the Court refused to authorize use of Court facilities for the clerks’ party without approval from the Justices
themselves.7 So, Chief Justice Fred Vinson brought the matter up
at a meeting of the Justices on December 20, 1947. At first it appeared that the clerks would get their way, with the Chief Justice
and Justices Hugo Black and Stanley Reed speaking first and voting
for the plan. But then Justice Robert Jackson objected on two
grounds – first, that the clerks should not be permitted to use a
social event at the Court to “make a demonstration of the matter”
of one of the “great social conflicts in the country,” and second,
5
6
7

Id.
Id.
The Marshal, Thomas E. Waggaman, may have been attempting to frustrate the
clerks’ plan. Cf., e.g., A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. and William C. Smith, The Hughes
Court and the Beginning of the End of the “Separate But Equal” Doctrine, 76 MINN. L.
REV. 1099, 1104 (1992) (retelling a Justice Thurgood Marshall anecdote about
Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes’s reaction to race discrimination by Waggaman
in the late 1930s: “Hughes instructed Waggaman to go outside the building and
look at the portals of the Supreme Court, which are emblazoned with the words,
‘Equal Justice Under Law.’ The Chief Justice added that if after reading these
words, Waggaman did not understand what the policy of the Supreme Court
should be, he would be replaced. From that day onward, there reportedly were
no further attempts made to exclude blacks from the Court’s cafeteria.”).
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that “there is a good deal of justice on the part of the girls in not
wanting the kind of a party that the boys have insisted upon.”8 (It
is puzzling that Justice Jackson went out of his way to express
sympathy for the secretaries’ preference for a segregated party
when the question before the Justices was whether to permit the
clerks to have a party with the messengers, not the secretaries.)
He was then joined by Justice Frankfurter in a proposal to avoid
the whole controversy by banning all social functions at the Court
other than the Justices’ own. After deliberating at some length
and with some heat, the Justices voted 5-2 against the JacksonFrankfurter proposal.9 (Justices Frank Murphy and William O.
Douglas were absent at the time of the vote.10) And there the
matter ended, unresolved. Instead of ordering the Marshal to
permit a desegregated Christmas party at the Court, the Court
hosted no party at all.11
The following year no effort at all seems to have been made to
organize a Court Christmas party. Perhaps this was because Justice
Frankfurter’s hiring of the first black law clerk in the history of
the Court – William T. Coleman – for October Term 194812
made a mockery of the “we won’t celebrate Christmas with our
servants” rationale used by the secretaries and supported by Justice
Jackson in 1947.
In any event, it appears that in 1947 and thereafter Christmas
celebrations at the Court were conducted by Justices in their own
chambers, where each was free to discriminate or not, on his own

8

FROM THE DIARIES OF FELIX FRANKFURTER at 334-35 (Frankfurter apparently
paraphrasing Jackson).
9
Id. at 335.
10
Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 20, 1947, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 2; FROM
THE DIARIES OF FELIX FRANKFURTER at 334.
11
Id. at 335-36; JOHN PAUL STEVENS, FIVE CHIEFS: A SUPREME COURT MEMOIR 7475 (2011) (“The justices now have a joint reception to which all clerks are invited;
. . . and there is both a Christmas party and an end-of-term party to which all
justices and clerks are invited. No such routine contact between justices and
clerks working in other chambers occurred in 1947.”); BERNARD SCHWARTZ,
DECISION: HOW THE SUPREME COURT DECIDES CASES 66-67 (1996).
12
See WILLIAM T. COLEMAN, COUNSEL FOR THE SITUATION 76-78 (2010).
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initiative.13 There was one exception (there may have been others,
but we have not found any). In 1951, Justice Jackson presided at a
non-chambers Christmas party at the Court. It is not clear whether
the party was segregated or not, but Justice Harold Burton’s diary
entry about the event does not mention messengers or other nonwhite employees. The interests that had endorsed excluding the
messengers in 1947, however, were well-represented: “Luncheon
in Cafeteria with Justice Jackson, Miss [Helen C.] Newman (the
Librarian) + the Secretaries + some others who had arranged to
sing Christmas carols at 1PM – which we did.”14
And so it took the Court 13 years to make its way from the
all-white Christmas party of 1946, through the controversy of
1947, and through the long, mostly empty period that followed,
down to this year’s all-employee Christmas party of 1959. . . .

Thus, if the full story of the Court’s Christmas parties had been
told, the first sentence of the Times story probably would have been
something like this: “One of the last institutions holding out against
the Christmas Party succumbed last week, a dozen years after opting
for no Christmas party at all, rather than a desegregated one.”
There is no need to describe in detail how welcome such news
would have been to Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus, Virginia Senator Harry F. Byrd, Sr., and others engaged in resistance, massive

13

See, e.g., Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 23, 1947 and Dec. 23, 1948, Papers of
Harold H. Burton, Reel 2 (chambers Christmas parties for entire staff, without
regard to race); Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 22, 1949, Dec. 22, 1950, Dec. 21,
1951, Dec. 23, 1952, and Dec. 23, 1953, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 3
(same); Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 23, 1954, Dec. 23, 1955, Dec. 21, 1956,
Dec. 20, 1957, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 4 (same); Harold Burton Diary,
Dec. 23, 1958 and Dec. 23, 1959, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 5 (same).
14
Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 21, 1951, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 3; see also
John Q. Barrett, Supreme Court at Christmastime (1951), THE JACKSON LIST, Dec. 21,
2011, thejacksonlist.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/20111221-Jackson-ListSCt-Christmastime.pdf. Also, on December 30, 1953 (closer to the new year
than to Christmas), “Justice Douglas gave a party for law clerks, secretaries, reporters, etc. in his chambers – not for Justices.” Harold Burton Diary, Dec. 30,
1953, Papers of Harold H. Burton, Reel 3. Again, no mention of messengers or
non-white participants.
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and otherwise, to desegregation.15 A few quick examples should
suffice. First, the story of the Court’s gradualism in Christmas party
desegregation could have been deployed in support of a legal argument that the Court’s own definition of “all deliberate speed” – the
vague and never-after fully specified schedule for school desegregation mandated in Brown v. Board of Education in 195516 – was 12
years, at least.17 Under normal rhetorical conditions, such a claim
might have been punctured as an empty tu quoque, but in 1958 the
Justices had made the issue personal and institutional as well as constitutional by individually signing their emphatically unanimous and
authoritative opinion in Cooper v. Aaron.18 If the Court and its Justices were the embodiment of constitutional compliance, the argument
15

See, e.g., THE MEMOIRS OF EARL WARREN 288-98 (1977) (Chief Justice on massive
resistance); Michael J. Klarman, Brown, Racial Change, and the Civil Rights Movement,
80 VA. L. REV. 7 (1994); RICHARD KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE ch. 26, 27 (1975).
16
349 U.S. 294, 301 (1955); see also Dennis J. Hutchinson, A Century of Social Reform:
The Judicial Role, 4 GREEN BAG 2D 157, 168 (2001) (quoting Thurgood Marshall:
“In 1954, I was delirious. What a victory! I thought I was the smartest lawyer in
the entire world. In 1955, I was shattered. They gave us nothing and then told us
to work for it. I thought I was the dumbest Negro in the United States.”); but see
KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE at 746.
17
Cf. Gordon B. Davidson et al., Supreme Court Law Clerks’ Recollections of Brown v.
Board of Education II, 79 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 823, 878-79 (2005) (quoting E.
Barrett Prettyman, Jr., former Brown-era law clerk to Justices Jackson, Frankfurter,
and John Harlan, on the meaning of “all deliberate speed”: “It was perfectly clear
that something had to begin right away, but I think what people couldn’t quite
understand, and I’m not sure they still do, is then what? I mean, how long do you
get? . . . Do you do it by six months or ten years or a lifetime?”); Philip Elman
and Norman Silber, The Solicitor General’s Office, Justice Frankfurter, and Civil Rights
Litigation, 1946-1960: An Oral History, 100 HARV. L. REV. 817, 842-43 (1987)
(recounting story of the phrase’s origin in a Francis Thompson poem, The Hound
of Heaven).
18
358 U.S. 1 (1958); id. at 19 (“Since the first Brown opinion, three new Justices
have come to the Court. They are at one with the Justices still on the Court who
participated in that basic decision as to its correctness, and that decision is now
unanimously reaffirmed.”); see also, e.g., Anthony Lewis, Supreme Court Forbids
Evasion or Force to Balk Integration, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 30, 1958, at 1 (“The Chief
Justice began by saying that all nine members of the court had been joint authors
of the opinion. He looked at each of the justices in turn as he read their names.”).
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might have gone, then following their practice of taking a dozen or
so years to desegregate was constitutional. Second, the Court’s
Christmas party segregation might also have been useful evidence on
the factual question of how long it really took for a public institution
that was deeply, constitutionally committed to desegregation to
actually achieve it. Finally, and perhaps most potently, the disconnect between the Court’s words and deeds on the matter of desegregation might well have undermined its moral authority as a champion of desegregation in particular and racial equality generally.19
“Who,” the Court’s critics could have asked, “is living up to the
shared aspirations of a nation ‘indivisible’?”20

19

Skepticism about the Court’s own commitment to nondiscrimination had been
entwined with public attention to Brown v. Board of Education and its progeny from
the beginning. See, e.g., Supreme Court Hiring, THE AFRO AMERICAN [Baltimore],
Jan. 3, 1953 (magazine section), at 3, 7:
While the judges of the U.S. Supreme Court were pondering the constitutionality of of segregated schools, last week, local citizens were pondering segregation in employment at the Supreme Court, above whose
portals is carved in marble “Equal Justice For All.”
They learned while visiting the court that a racial bar extends from the
bench of the high tribunal right down to the maintenance employees.
On one side of this racial bar are the professional and clerical posts, the
supervisory positions, and the jobs of elevator operator and uniformed
guard – all held by white persons.
20
Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., and Susan Eaton, From Little Rock to Seattle and Louisville:
Is “All Deliberate Speed” Stuck in Reverse?, 30 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 279, 287
(2008); id. (“This is not a matter of merely academic concern or semantics, as such
arguments help determine which side gets to stake out the moral high ground
within the public consciousness.”); see also, e.g., Jim Chen, Mayteenth, 89 MINN. L.
REV. 203, 212 (2004). Justice Jackson might have been anticipating problems
with his own stance on Court Christmas parties when he asked during oral argument in Briggs v. Elliott (one of the Brown v. Board of Education companion cases) in
1953, “What are we going to do to avoid the situation where in some districts
everybody is perhaps held in contempt of court almost immediately because that
judge has that disposition, and in some other districts it is twelve years before they
get to a hearing?” Transcript of Oral Argument, Briggs v. Elliott, Dec. 8, 1953, in
49 LANDMARK BRIEFS AND ARGUMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 540 (Philip B. Kurland and Gerhard Casper, eds.).
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Of course, the Court could have avoided all the legal, factual, and
moral hazards to which its ugly Christmas party history exposed it in
1959 by simply doing the right thing starting in 1947: supporting a
desegregated party of the sort advocated by the law clerks. Ironically,
the Court might also have achieved the same result in the end by
doing the wrong thing in 1947: supporting the segregated party favored by the secretaries. Then, when Earl Warren became Chief
Justice in 1953, he would have desegregated the party as part of the
same sweep of institutional housekeeping in which he desegregated,
for example, the Court’s washrooms.21 The segregated party would
have been just another bit of jetsam of racist Court history and practice, submerged in the wake of the new Chief Justice and his Brown v.
Board of Education supermajority for civil rights. But the Court supported neither party in 1947, instead taking a tack that would later
be associated with massive resistance – abandoning an activity when
desegregating it became too uncomfortable.22 Thus in 1959, when a
Christmas party became unavoidable for whatever reason (perhaps
the pressure of the trend in holiday office parties alluded to by the
Times), the Court was trapped between its unsavory role as pre-Brown
segregator and its nobler post-Brown role as civil rights champion.
Yet none of this came out with the news of the 1959 party. The
Times portrayed the Court as merely a fuddy-duddy institution, taking
an amusingly long time to get with it on Christmastime office socials
– not as a place once riven by racial tensions, perpetuating for years
the internal color lines that disabled co-workers from sharing a holiday punch bowl. And so, instead of enduring a potentially damaging
turn in the media limelight, held up as another example of shamefully go-slow desegregation (albeit with a happy holiday ending), the
Court was able to carry on, uninterrupted, with its judicial work.
This was quite a public relations coup for an institution that preferred to keep its internal workings out of the public eye, in favor of
21

See SCHWARTZ, DECISION at 66; see also BERNARD SCHWARTZ, SUPER CHIEF: EARL
WARREN AND HIS SUPREME COURT – A JUDICIAL BIOGRAPHY 129 (1983); id. at 63.
22
See, e.g., Griffin v. County School Board of Prince Edward County, 377 U.S. 218, 221-22
(1964); Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 240 (1971) (White, J., dissenting).
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its public work of denying, granting, deciding, opining, and ordering. Indeed, the other major newspapers seem to have viewed the
Christmas party story as so insignificant that it did not even merit
the squibby coverage given by the Times. They gave it none.

B

II.  THE  TELLING  OF  THE  SHORT  STORY  

ut how was it that things turned out so very well for the Court?
How, if the earlier Christmas parties were so far off the journalistic radar, did word of the 1959 party get out? And how, once
word of the 1959 party did get out, did the earlier parties and related
matters remain unpublicized?
Two possibilities seem most plausible (there are plenty of others,
but they strike me as too far-fetched). Of the two, the second seems
like the better bet.

A. Editorial Discretion
First, perhaps the Times or other newspapers did know in 1959
about the history of Christmas parties at the Court, as well as that
year’s event. After all, top-notch reporters are good at finding things
out. But perhaps editorial judgment in 1959 favored silence about the
ugly past. Perhaps the journalistic wisdom was that readers did not
need to know about the Court’s earlier racial improprieties, much
as readers did not need to know about U.S. Presidents’ marital infidelities. It was certainly possible. Reasonable minds can differ about
the proper role of journalists in general, and of the Supreme Court
press corps in particular: how much doubting and digging should
reporters do, and how much of what they know should they tell?23
23

See, e.g., Anthony Lewis, Sex and Leadership, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 23, 1998, at A19;
Anita L. Allen, Privacy and the Public Official: Talking About Sex as a Dilemma for
Democracy, 67 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1165, 1174 (1999); David J. Garrow, Mental
Decrepitude on the Supreme Court, 67 U. CHI. L. REV. 995 (2000); compare also, e.g.,
Linda Greenhouse, Telling the Court’s Story: Justice and Journalism at the Supreme
Court, 105 YALE L.J. 1537 (1996), and Judicial Conference Second Judicial Circuit of the
United States, 201 F.R.D. 106, 186 (2000), with Randall Kennedy, Cast a Cautious
Eye on the Supreme Court, in COVERING THE COURTS: FREE PRESS, FAIR TRIALS, AND
JOURNALISTIC PERFORMANCE 125 (1999).
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Was 1959 really the right time, a journalist might have asked herself or himself, to be reporting on the fairly recent (1947) and successful resistance by some Court employees to the desegregation of
Court social events? That in itself would have been a troubling story,
but it would have been made even more embarrassing by some of the
details from 1947, including:
• The resisters were aided by two Justices who spoke against
hosting a desegregated Christmas party (for reasons not entirely clear), and yet were members of the unanimous Court
in Brown v. Board of Education.
• Those two Justices were from the enlightened North (Frankfurter and Jackson), while the Justices who spoke in favor of
desegregating the Christmas party were from the benighted
South (Vinson, Black, and Reed).
• It was law clerks who championed the desegregated Christmas party – and thus it was clerks, not Justices, who were
taking the lead in desegregation of the Court itself.24
I know of no evidence, however, tending to prove or disprove that
anyone at the Times or any other newspaper knew about or even suspected any of this in 1959.
There were people inside the Court who knew how to prompt a
journalist25 and knew about the events of 1947, including two whose
knowledge was first-hand (Justices Black and Frankfurter). And then
24

This might also have complicated debates about clerical influence at the Court.
Compare, e.g., William H. Rehnquist, Who Writes Decisions of the Supreme Court?,
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Dec. 13, 1957, at 74, with William D. Rogers, Do
Law Clerks Wield Power in Supreme Court Cases?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Feb.
21, 1958, at 114; see also Brad Snyder & John Q. Barrett, Rehnquist’s Missing Letter:
A Former Law Clerk’s 1955 Thoughts on Justice Jackson and Brown, 53 B.C. L. REV.
631 (2012); David J. Garrow, “The Lowest Form of Animal Life”?: Supreme Court Clerks
and Supreme Court History, 84 CORNELL L. REV. 855, 869-71 (1999).
25
See, e.g., WILLIAM M. WIECEK, THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN CONSTITUTION: THE
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT, 1941-1953, at 399 (2006) (Frankfurter); Brad
Snyder, Taking Great Cases: Lessons from the Rosenberg Case, 63 VAND. L. REV. 885,
946 n.340 (2010) (Douglas).
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there were those former law clerks who had tried and failed to partially desegregate the Court in 1947. None of them, as best I can
tell, spoke or wrote in public, or privately commented to a reporter
or editor, about the failure of the Times to publish the full scoop on
Christmas parties at the Court. Too much can be made of silent
dogs, but here they just might be some slight evidence that the Court
community of 1959 was happy that the journalistic community of
1959 was ignorant of (or intentionally silent about) holiday socializing in the Court community of 1947.

B. Good Fortune
Second, perhaps the Times found out about the 1959 party fortuitously, and in a context where the news did not raise journalistic
suspicions of a deeper and dirtier story. That chance and that context,
I suspect, came in the form of a cheerful announcement in the
Court’s brand-new employee newsletter, The Docket Sheet.
On December 16, 1959, the Court put out the first issue of The
Docket Sheet. The editor, Bert Whittington (the Court’s press officer)
described the inspiration for the new publication in a sidebar on the
front page of that first issue:
This began as only a note to employees on the new Credit
Union. Now, it has graduated to a monthly memorandum to be
called, “The Docket Sheet.” The Marshal, Clerk and other officers felt that a monthly circulation of information of interest to
employees would benefit us all. We hope so. We hope you will
look forward to it; also to participating with ideas and information.
The Chief Justice, after reading this first issue, agreed to
contribute. He said, “I think this project by the staff of the
Court will prove of real value. I welcome it, and take this opportunity to wish all employees of the Building a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year.”26

26

Bert Whittington, THE DOCKET SHEET, Dec. 16, 1959, at 1, reprinted in 17
GREEN BAG 2D 327, 328 (2014).
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Given the time of year and the intended audience for the publication,
it should come as no surprise that the lead story was about holiday
season activity inside the Court. The story was titled “CHRISTMAS
PARTY – A BIG EVENT THIS YEAR”:
This year, for the first time, we will have a Building-wide
Christmas Party. All employees everywhere in the Building are
invited to come and extend the greetings of the season to their
fellow workers. It’s set for Wednesday, Dec. 23 at 4 p.m.,
Main Floor Conference Room. There’ll be light refreshments,
music and much good will . . . we hope you won’t miss our
first big Holiday-Season get-together.27

As to what prompted the party itself, I have no idea. Similarly, I
do not know whether it was the Christmas party story in the December 16 Docket Sheet itself that became the basis of the Christmas
party story in the December 28 New York Times, or whether word of
the party reached the Times in some other way. Somehow, though,
the Times got the idea that the 1959 Christmas party was the Court’s
first, and I can find no source other than The Docket Sheet for that
idea. I doubt anyone at the Court would have lied to a Times reporter about the history of Christmas parties at the Court. But if a journalist saw The Docket Sheet – Whittington, as the Court’s press officer, routinely dealt with the press and may well have intentionally
or unintentionally shared the newsletter with reporters – and ran
with the story, who would have been in a position to correct or stop
it? And who would have wanted to? Moreover, why would a reporter have inferred anything bad or suspicious from the announcement of the “first . . . Building-wide Christmas Party”? It would
have been quite reasonable to lean on the word “first” – to treat that
as the news – not the words “Building-wide,” especially absent any
evidence or hints that “Building-wide” also meant “desegregated.”
All there was to see was a happy holiday story on a slow news day
between Christmas and the new year.
27

Christmas Party – A Big Event This Year, THE DOCKET SHEET, Dec. 16, 1959, at 1,
reprinted in 17 GREEN BAG 2D 327, 328 (2014).
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And so, it seems, one way or another, the fiction of the Court’s
first Christmas party was born.
All of this still leaves open the question of whether it was a
harmless fiction. Was it a good thing or a bad thing that the Times
did not report in 1959 – for whatever reason – the history of
Christmas parties at the Court dating back to 1946? Would the
world have been a better place then or be a better place now if the
public had known about this ugliness at the time? For example,
would public awareness of the Court’s own imperfect compass have
strengthened massive resistance? Or, for counter-example, would
the Court’s awareness of public awareness of the Court’s imperfect
compass have inspired better treatment within the Court itself of
racial minorities – and women, and other victims of discrimination –
when it came to doling out very limited and extremely valuable job
opportunities at the Court?28

T

III.  THE  DOCKET  SHEET  

he Supreme Court’s new employee newsletter may not have
been conceived in 1959 as a public relations tool for the Court,
but it seems to have performed that function well at the start. In the
1960s, The Docket Sheet would become a source of information for
national publications such as the ABA Journal, which even encouraged readers to get their own Docket Sheets: “A copy can be obtained
free by writing to Bert Whittington, the Court’s press officer.”29
The first seven issues of The Docket Sheet – covering December
1959 through June 1960 – are reprinted in their entirety below on
pages 328-354. Why the first seven? Two reasons. First, every issue
of The Docket Sheet contains interesting and entertaining material,
and a couple dozen pages’ worth seems like an appropriate amount
28

See, e.g., SETH STERN AND STEPHEN WERMIEL, JUSTICE BRENNAN: LIBERAL CHAMPION 386-89, 399-402 (2010) (describing Justice Brennan’s persistent resistance
to hiring female law clerks and the extraordinary, and successful, exertions of a
former clerk to change his mind on one occasion).
29
Arthur John Keeffe, Practing Lawyer’s guide to the current LAW MAGAZINES, ABA J.,
Aug. 1964, at 788.
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for a first installment, at least for publication in the little Green Bag.
Second, getting to the seventh issue means getting to The Docket
Sheet’s coverage of Justice Tom Clark’s June 9 lunch date. It was, in
hindsight, another interesting internal Court event, a foreshadowing
of some of the civil rights controversies in which the Court has recently been involved – albeit a foreshadowing of which Justice Clark
was probably perfectly unaware. Take a look for yourself at page 3
of the June 1960 Docket Sheet (page 352 below).
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THE  DOCKET  SHEET  
Banning E. “Bert” Whittington†
Mr. Whittington explains the roots of The Docket Sheet on page one
of the first issue (page 328 below). It does seem to have been rather
an informal start. This sign-off by Chief Justice Earl Warren (in box
666 of his papers at the Library of Congress, Manuscript Division)
is the only official blessing of the publication we have found:

The issues of The Docket Sheet printed here are from box 313 of the
papers of Justice Harold Burton (also in the Manuscript Division).
– The Editors
†

Bert Whittington was the U.S. Supreme Court’s Press Officer from 1947 to 1973.
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